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Abstract: In the RFID systems, privacy protection and integrity assurance become rather crucial, because these RFID tags may have a wide range of
transmission, making them subject to unauthorized scanning by malicious readers and responsible for various other attacks. Da et als,RFID protocol
overcome a forward privacy problem but assumed that communication channel between reader and database is secure, which doesn’t agree with the
real development of IOT.Therefore, to overcome the privacy weaknesses of RFID protocol in mobile environment, an RFID security protocol based on
the cryptographic hash function is design. The proposed work will increase security to certain extend as well as resistance to replay, denial-of-service
and man-in-the-middle attacks, while retaining a competitive computation cost.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is a technology
which consists of the tags, one or more readers, and a
backend database. To automatically identify and track physical
objects, RFID uses small, wireless, low-power RFID tags. The
tags can be as small as a grain of sand and has cost just
pennies apiece. RFID Tags are tuned to a particular
frequency, and each tag has a unique ID number. The tags
can be as small as a grain of sand and cost just pennies
apiece. Tags are tuned to a particular frequency, and each tag
has a unique ID number. The RFID tag emit carrier signal, is
received by the receiving antenna and then through the
antenna it is sent to the Reader. Then after demodulating and
decoding the signal, the RFID reader sends the received
signal to the database. The database judged the legality of the
tag and takes the corresponding treatment and control for
different set. The distance at which they can receive and
broadcast a receivable carrier signal usually varies from
roughly five centimeter. A variety of approaches have been
proposed to protect the user privacy in order to provide a
better support for the RFID security applications. Typical uses
of tags include transit system fare cards, toll plaza payments,
passports, stock or inventory labels and identity cards, etc.
The widely application of RFID technology, the security of the
RFID system is increasingly prominent. For simplicity, the
reader and the back-end database can be treated as a single
entity, i.e., the reader, because the channel between the
reader and the back-end database is assumed to be secure
The communication between RFID tag and Reader adopts
wireless communication, which is considered unsafe and
easily attacked by various ways. The characteristics and the
boundedness of RFID tag bring the security mechanism of
RFID system a lot of limitations, especially on security and
privacy protection which has seriously hindered the further
development of RFID technology and to be a key problem
effecting RFID system.

Despite its current widespread and future prospective uses,
the most popular one for RFID tags has been centered on the
potential to track consumers without their knowledge or
consent. This paper summarized the problem about RFID
security in the environment of IOT and proposes effective
RFID security protocol cryptographic hash function based. The
protocol ensures the privacy of information realizes three party
mutual authentications, solves the problem that the existing
RFID secure authenticated protocol couldn’t realize mutual
authentication in tag, Reader and Backend database,
effectively resists attacks from internal system, updates and
deals with initial variables periodically and improve the security
of RFID system. Compared with the existing RFID secure
authenticated protocol, ours could prevent existing security
attacks and it has certain advantages on computational
complexity and time complexity. Meanwhile, it has the high
safety and practicality.

II. The STRUCTURE OF RFID SYSTEM
RFID system is divided into three categories on the basis of
frequency such as low-frequency system (100-500KHz), midfrequency system (10-15MHz), high-frequency system (850950MHz and 2.4-5.8GHz). On the base whether the battery
placed RFID system classify into active system and passive
system. RFID system is sort by technology means of reading
electronic tag data such as frequency type, reflection
modulation, radio emission type. RFID system consists of Tag,
Reader and Database.

III. THE SECURITY ISSUES OF RFID
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With the development and widely application of RFID
technology, the design and perfection of security
authentication protocol plays a more important role on
protecting the security of information and the privacy of users.
The needs of RFID system on security include confidentiality
(the reader which is unauthorized couldn’t the tag’s
information), integrality (the system should make sure that
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information isn’t tampered or replaced), availability (ensure
that information is used effectively and the system works
steadily) and privacy (prevent the attacker from grasping
behavior, position and other privacy information of users).
Therefore, RFID security issues mainly focus on privacy
protection, prevention of attacks on RFID system, safety with
RFID technology and so on. Security vulnerabilities mainly
include the following situations on RFID system:
Access Violation: To obtain important information stored in
the tag by holding the protocol compatible reader, the attacker
communicates with the tag directly, which result in personal
information leaking.
Wiretapping: The attacker could detect communication
content of the channel between the reader and the tag with
RFID device, because the communication between the reader
and the tag, the reader and the database is wireless. Thereby,
we can capture the content of forward channel (the reader to
the tag) and we also could capture the content of backward
channel (the tag to the reader) to make doctoring information
attacks, replay attacks, counterfeit attacks and so on.
Doctoring information: The attacker transmits information
wiretapped to the receiver after deleting and replacing part or
whole of information, which results in the error and invalidation
of response message.
Counterfeit attack: In the RFID communication network, the
connection between the tag and the reader is by means of
wireless channel. The tag must transmit its identity information
through wireless channel so that the reader could properly
identify its identity, but any message could be bugged in
wireless channel. After the attacker gained sensitive
information of the tag by illegal means, the real tag’s
information is copied to the counterfeit tag. When the reader
transmits authentication information to the tag, the illegal
transmits the tag information copied to the counterfeit tag.
When the reader transmits authentication information to the
tag, the illegal transmits the tag information copied to the
reader so that the tag is in the disguise of legal tag to be
passed the reader authentication. Counterfeit attack belonging
to active attack is the most popular attack method, which is
one of the main hidden troubles faced by system security. The
main method to solve the problem about counterfeit attack is
the implement of authentication protocol and data encryption.
Replay attack: When the reader (the tag) sends authentication
information, the attacker captures the response message.
When the reader (the tag) sends authorization request next
time, the attacker rebroadcasts the previous transmit
information of the tag (the reader) to the reader (the tag) so
that the tag (the reader) passes the authentication of the
reader (the tag) in purpose of acting as the tag (the reader).
The attack threatens the RFID system badly, so we prevent
the system from being attack with the method of transmission
data encryption.
Location tracking: The illegal sends fixed information to
locate the tag in purpose of tracking and locating. The attacker
could send inquiring command anywhere and associate the
obtained tag’s certain information with the identity of the tag
(the holder) in condition that the tag returns certain information
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when queried each time. Therefore, the RFID system should
satisfy indistinguishability and forward security.
Forward security attack: The attacker captures the tag’s
output in the communication, and then the previous
information sent by the tag could be obtained in relation to
current data and history data.

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW
None of cryptographic hash computations is required in this
searching case. More importantly, this is a general case, when
the previous session of the T is finished normally [1]. But, it is
shown that the SYNC parameter simultaneously threatens the
forward privacy Even if the attacker can obtain the current ID
of the T, he cannot track the T by using the previous session
data Query, Hence, proposed an RFID protocol and proved
that their protocol can provide the forward privacy service. In
RFID protocol , does not update id, so it is easy being tracked.
While this security protocol will update id in every sessions. It
avoids being tracked. Based on [2] design idea, to provide the
forward privacy service, their RFID security protocol depends
on the update of the ID in the T during each session. RFID
protocol may employ the SYNC parameter to improve the
computational efficiency in the reader side, because the
reader R firstly compares the received P with the HID values
to identify the tag T of RFID protocol [2]. None of
cryptographic hash computations is required in this searching
case. More importantly, this is a general case, when the
previous session of the T is finished normally. But, it is shown
that the SYNC parameter simultaneously threatens the
forward privacy Even if the attacker can obtain the current ID
of the T,attacker cannot track the T by using the previous
session data Query, Hence, author proposed an RFID protocol
and proved that their protocol can provide the forward privacy
service but author does not consider mobile characteristics of
RFID system.Therfore it is not useful in mobile environment.
The id value is XOR-ed with random value r then it transferred
in plaintext, it is easy to obtain id if r is exposed [3]. While in
the proposed protocol, the id hash value hid is transferred, so
it effectually protect id. In several well-known privacy-restoring
approaches for the tag use. The privacy problems in RFID
systems can be solve by two techniques. The physical
techniques and the protocol based techniques [4]. It described
how a modest device like an RFID tag, essentially just a
wireless license plate, can give rise to the complex mélange of
security and privacy problems that explore here. RFID privacy
and security are stimulating research areas that involve rich
interplay among many disciplines, like signal processing,
hardware design, supply-chain logistics, privacy rights, and
cryptography. The scale of the systems and data flows that
RFID will introduce, as well as the new forms of user
perception of security and privacy will continue to bring new
problems and new interdisciplinary intersections to light. For
another example, some people with an unusual medical
condition have already had a tag permanently which is
implanted in their arm. Hence, the doctors can scan the
implanted tag to receive his ID number and look up his
medical record, even if a patient is brought unconsciously to a
hospital. Pfleeger and Pfleeger [5] focused on the privacy
issues in the RFID applications. One privacy concern is that it
is feasible to develop a system that could track someone’s
movements using the accumulation of readings as he goes
about his daily activities. The other privacy concern is what
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these tags say about a person. The tag for an employee might
disclose for whom he works; the tag in a medicine bottle
discloses the health condition; the tag for an expensive car
key might suggest the financial conditions. In order to provide
a better support for the RFID security applications, a variety of
approaches have been proposed to protect the user privacy.
Juels [6] surveyed several well known privacy-restoring
approaches for the tag use. The solutions on RFID privacy
problems can be roughly classified into the physical
techniques and the protocol- based techniques. The ideas
underlying physical technologies include “disabling a tag” ,
“shielding a tag to block its access by a reader” , and
“redesigning a tag” etc. Existing authentication protocols all
assume that the channel between Tag Reader and back-end
data base is secure and don’t consider the mobile
characteristics of Reader and Tag [7], which doesn’t agree
with the real development of IOT and also ignores the problem
about fake and manipulation of legal Reader and legal tag in
the internal system, hence it is unable to provide a privacy
service. Internet of Things (IOT) is a New Network which
interconnects wireless sensor RFID Information sensing
equipment and so on to realize the overall perception of
information, reliable transmission and intelligent processing.
IOT gets all kinds of information about the physical world
mainly through RFID and the sensor and so on, makes
information transmission and interactive combined with
internet, mobile communication network and so on, analyses
and process information with smart computing technologies,
which improves the perceptual skill of the physical world and
realize intelligent decision-making and control [8]. According to
agreed agreement, IOT takes any goods and Internet
connection with the RFID device, the infrared sensor, GPS,
laser scanner and other information sensing equipment, which
makes information exchange and communication to realize
intelligent identification, orientation, track, Monitoring and
management. This proposed protocol summarized the
problem about RFID security in the environment of IOT and
overcome all attacks. The protocol ensures the privacy of
information realizes three party mutual authentications, solves
the problem that the existing RFID secure authenticated
protocol couldn’t realize mutual authentication in tag, Reader
and Backend database, effectively resists attacks from internal
system, updates and deals with initial variables periodically
and improve the security of RFID system. Compared with the
existing RFID secure authenticated protocol, ours could
prevent existing security attacks and it has certain advantages
on computational complexity and time complexity. Meanwhile,
it has the high safety and practicality.

V. PROPOSED RFID SECURITY PROTOCOL
A cryptographic hash function is a hash function that takes an
arbitrary block of data and returns a fixed-size bit string, the
cryptographic hash value, such that any (accidental or
intentional) change to the data will (with very high probability)
change the hash value. The data to be encoded are often
called the message, and the hash value is sometimes called
the message digest or simply digests. Most cryptographic
hash functions are designed to take a string of any length as
input and produce a fixed-length hash value. A cryptographic
hash function must be able to withstand all known types of
cryptanalytic attack. As a minimum, it must have the following
properties:
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Pre-image resistance:- Given a hash h it should be difficult to
find any message m such that h = hash(m). This concept is
related to that of one-way function. Functions that lack this
property are vulnerable to preimage attacks.
Second pre-image resistance:- Given an input m1 it should
be difficult to find another input m2 such that m1 ≠ m2 and
hash(m1) = hash(m2). Functions that lack this property are
vulnerable to second- preimage attacks.
Collision resistance:- It should be difficult to find two different
messages m1 and m2 such that hash(m1) = hash(m2). Such a
pair is called a cryptographic hash collision.These properties
imply that a malicious adversary cannot replace or modify the
input data without changing its digest. Thus, if two strings have
the same digest, one can be very confident that they are
identical.
System Design Process:TABLE 1
Notation of proposed protocol
symbol
id
k
Tid
R

meanings
The unique identifier of the tag
Session key
Tag id
Initial value of the reader

Initialization Process:
(1) Information stored in the database (DB): the reader ID, the
initial value of each reader System initial value; Tag
information and tag ID ; Session key K.
(2) Information stored in the reader (R): the reader ID, the
initial value of the reader System initial value ; variable L;
Tag Rid; the value of Hash calculated previously; Session
key K.
(3) Information stored in tag T: System initial value ; Tag Tid.
i.
Authentication process
ii.
Update process
iii.
Authentication process
(1) The reader R generates a random number Rr1, calculates
Hash and sends request and to the tag T.
(2) The tag T calculates compared with the received after
receiving information. If the Hash calculated is equal to
the one received, the authentication for the reader R
would be accomplished. If the Hash calculated isn’t equal
to the one received, the message would be gave up. The
tag T calculates Hash and sends it.
(3) The reader R judges whether the Hash stored is equal to
the Hash after receiving information. The equality of them
shows that being queried and stop querying, which
prevents the attacker from making Dos attack on the
server with repeatedly sending query information. If they
aren’t equal, the reader calculates Hash compared with
the Hash received. If the Hash calculated is equal to the
one received, the authentication for the tag T would be
accomplished. At the same time, the reader R calculates
Hash and sends it to the database DB.
(4) The database DB calculates Hash compared with the
Hash received after receiving information and gets Rid
and (Xn,Yn) to accomplish the authentication for the
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reader R. If the Hash calculated is equal to the one
received and Tid has been obtained, the authentication for
the tag T would be accomplished. The database DB
consults with the reader R about the session key K
through a secure channel and calculates and sends it to
the reader R.
(5) The reader R uses the session key K to calculate K for
obtaining the ID of the tag T (Tid) after receiving
information and accomplishes the authentication for the
database DB. After that, R sends the Hash calculated to
the Tag T.
(6) The tag T calculate Hash compared with the Hash
received If the Hash calculated is equal to the one
received, the authentication for the database DB would be
accomplished.

II. Update process:
Update process is updating relevant variable of the database
DB, the reader R and the tag T. The countdown called TTL
should be set in the database DB for timing corresponding
System initial value and initial value of each reader. Update id
renew is also set in the database DB. After the countdown
timing is over, specific update process is divided into two kinds:
update from the reader R and update from the database DB.
i.
Update from the reader
ii.
Update from the database DB

VI. CONCLUSION
It can be intuitively seen that the proposed RFID security
protocol should correctly provide the forward privacy service.
That is, even if the attacker can compromise the ID of the T,
he cannot track the identity of the T by linking its previous
session, because the computation of the preimage is
intractable for the secure cryptographic hash function. This
protocol requires little computation and achieves both privacy
and authentication. It will provide mutual authentication and
untraceability as well as resistance to replay, denial-of-service
and man-in-the-middle attacks, while retaining a competitive
computation cost. This RFID security protocol is more efficient
in communication than recent RFID security protocol. It
balances the security requirement, the functionality
requirement, and the efficiency requirement.
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